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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to systematically review the scientific literature concerning the effect
of playing background music on anxiety and physiological parameters in patients undergoing dental
treatment. MEDLINE-PubMed, Cochrane-CENTRAL, and EMBASE were searched for papers up to
September 2020. Inclusion criteria were randomized clinical trials (RCTs) or controlled clinical trails
(CCTs) among adolescents and adults that assessed anxiety (AX), systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic
blood pressure (DBP), heart rate (HR), or respiratory rate (RR). Data before and after treatment were
extracted and the potential risk of bias was estimated. Descriptive analysis and meta-analysis were
performed. Thirteen eligible studies (12 RCTs, 1 CCT) were retrieved, with an estimated low to high risk
of bias. Descriptive analysis showed an effect on AX in favor of music intervention, while no effect on SBP
and DBP was found. The effect on HR and RR was inconsistent among studies. Meta-analysis showed
a significant difference of means (DiffM) for the end scores of AX (State-Trait Anxiety Inventory and
Corah’s Dental Anxiety Scale (CDAS)) and incremental scores (CDAS) in favor of music intervention.
Dental care professionals may consider playing background music while treating adolescent and adult
patients. There is a moderate certainty that this can provide a small reduction in dental anxiety. With
very low to moderate certainty, no effect on physiologic parameters can be expected.
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DentalDental
anxietyanxiety
is defined
is defined
as an aberrant
as an aberrant
fear orfear
dread
or of
dread
visiting
of visiting
the dental
the dental
care practice
care practice
and and
unwarranted
unwarranted
anxietyanxiety
for dental
for dental
procedures
procedures
(Laplante,
(Laplante,
2012).2012).
It is a common
It is a common
problem
problem
and is and is
considered
considered
a hindrance
a hindrance
for dental
for dental
care professionals.
care professionals.
It is shown
It is shown
that one
that
outone
of six
outadults
of six adults
expe- experience rience
some form
someofform
dental
of dental
anxietyanxiety
(Hmud(Hmud
& Walsh,
& Walsh,
2009) 2009)
and that
anddental
that dental
fear and
fear
anxiety
and anxiety
decrease
decrease
with age,
withwhich
age, which
reflectsreflects
normalnormal
psychological
psychological
development.
development.
The dental
The dental
care profescare professional sional
and patient
and patient
relationship,
relationship,
overshadowed
overshadowed
by severe
by severe
anxiety,
anxiety,
has thehas
possibility
the possibility
to leadtotolead to
misdiagnosis
misdiagnosis
and incorrect
and incorrect
treatments
treatments
(Eli, 1993).
(Eli, 1993).
It mayItresult
may in
result
a hindrance
in a hindrance
of cooperation
of cooperation
of patients
of patients
duringduring
dental dental
treatment,
treatment,
which which
in turninisturn
associated
is associated
with an
with
unwarranted
an unwarranted
pro- prolongedlonged
dental dental
treatment.
treatment.
DentalDental
anxietyanxiety
is also isheavily
also heavily
associated
associated
with patients’
with patients’
oral health
oral health
deterioration
deterioration
(Armfield,
(Armfield,
Stewart,
Stewart,
& Spencer,
& Spencer,
2007; 2007;
Lahmann
Lahmann
et al., 2008;
et al., 2008;
Mehrstedt,
Mehrstedt,
Tonnies,
Tonnies,
& Eisentraut,
& Eisentraut,
2004).2004).
Fear ofFear
painofispain
one of
is one
the primary
of the primary
factorsfactors
causing
causing
anxietyanxiety
and forms
and an
forms
impediment
an impediment
to seek-to seeking dental
ing dental
care (Arntz,
care (Arntz,
van Eck,
van
& Eck,
Heijmans,
& Heijmans,
1990).1990).
There are
There
several
are several
studiesstudies
that have
thatshown
have shown
a relation
a relation
between
between
peri-operative
peri-operative
anxietyanxiety
levels and
levels
peri-operative
and peri-operative
perceptions
perceptions
of painofinpain
surgiin surgical patients.
cal patients.
It is also
It is
known
also known
that more
thatanesthesia
more anesthesia
is required
is required
duringduring
the treatment
the treatment
when there
when there
are high
arelevels
high of
levels
pre-operative
of pre-operative
anxietyanxiety
(Katz et
(Katz
al., et
2005;
al., 2005;
Maranets
Maranets
& Kain,
& 1999;
Kain, 1999;
Ozalp, Ozalp,
Sarioglu,
Sarioglu,
Tuncel,Tuncel,
Aslan,Aslan,
& Kadiogullari,
& Kadiogullari,
2003; 2003;
Vaughn,
Vaughn,
Wichowski,
Wichowski,
& Bosworth,
& Bosworth,
2007).2007).
Other Other
stimulants
stimulants
that can
that
trigger
can trigger
anxietyanxiety
in patients
in patients
undergoing
undergoing
a dental
a dental
treatment
treatment
are dental
are dental
injec- injections, the
tions,
sight
theand
sight
sounds
and sounds
of instruments
of instruments
and odors
and related
odors related
to the to
dental
the dental
clinic, clinic,
with dental
with dental
injections
injections
being being
the most
the provoking
most provoking
stimulant
stimulant
(Burghardt,
(Burghardt,
Koranyi,
Koranyi,
Magnucki,
Magnucki,
Strauss,
Strauss,
&
&
Rosendahl,
Rosendahl,
2018).2018).
Time spent
Timein
spent
the waiting
in the waiting
room prior
roomtoprior
the dental
to the dental
treatment
treatment
has also
has
been
also been
referred
referred
to as a to
frequent
as a frequent
cause of
cause
dental
of dental
anxietyanxiety
(Moola,
(Moola,
Pearson,
Pearson,
& Hagger,
& Hagger,
2011).2011).
A patient
A patient
with dental
with dental
anxietyanxiety
is best is
helped
best helped
by providing
by providing
trust, realistic
trust, realistic
information
information
and conand control, and
trol,
applying
and applying
a high alevel
highoflevel
predictability
of predictability
(De Jongh,
(De Jongh,
Adair, Adair,
& Meijeringk-Anderson,
& Meijeringk-Anderson,
2005).2005).
Other Other
treatment
treatment
strategies
strategies
are pharmacological
are pharmacological
supportsupport
or teaching
or teaching
copingcoping
strategies.
strategies.
Pharmacological
Pharmacological
interventions
interventions
are, forare,
instance,
for instance,
pre-medication
pre-medication
policy (benzodiazepine)
policy (benzodiazepine)
or inhaor inhalation sedation
lation sedation
(nitrous
(nitrous
oxide sedation).
oxide sedation).
CopingCoping
is a strategy
is a strategy
for stress
for management
stress management
and emoand emotional tional
control.
control.
Three Three
of such
of strategies
such strategies
are relaxation
are relaxation
(e.g., relaxation
(e.g., relaxation
of muscle
of muscle
groupsgroups
or
or
imaginal
imaginal
visualization),
visualization),
hypnosis
hypnosis
(a specialized
(a specialized
methodmethod
of relaxation
of relaxation
combined
combined
with a with
deep aform
deep form
of concentration)
of concentration)
and distraction.
and distraction.
Distraction
Distraction
refers to
refers
the idea
to the
that
idea
these
thatbehaviors
these behaviors
or thoughts
or thoughts
are incompatible
are incompatible
with the
with
experience
the experience
of feelings
of feelings
of anxiety
of anxiety
(De Jongh
(De et
Jongh
al., 2005).
et al., 2005).
Examples
Examples
of
of
distraction
distraction
are instruction
are instruction
to concentrate
to concentrate
on abdominal
on abdominal
breathing,
breathing,
watching
watching
visual information
visual information
(e.g., a(e.g.,
poster,
a poster,
fish tank,
fishvideo),
tank, video),
solvingsolving
mentalmental
problems
problems
or puzzles,
or puzzles,
or listening
or listening
to music.
to music.
StudiesStudies
on mood
onregulation
mood regulation
have identified
have identified
music listening
music listening
as an effective
as an effective
regulatory
regulatory
strategy
strategy
(Saarikallio,
(Saarikallio,
2008).2008).
The useThe
of background
use of background
music is,
music
for instance,
is, for instance,
widelywidely
recognized
recognized
to influence
to influence
consumer
consumer
behavior.
behavior.
As a key
Asambient
a key ambient
factor in
factor
retail
inenvironment,
retail environment,
music music
engages,
engages,
entertains,
entertains,
energizes,
energizes,
refreshes,
refreshes,
involves,
involves,
and creates
and creates
a pleasurable
a pleasurable
memorable
memorable
experience
experience
(Jain &(Jain
Bagdare,
& Bagdare,
2011).2011).
Listening
Listening
to music
to music
can also
cancontribute
also contribute
to changing
to changing
a bad a
mood,
bad mood,
raisingraising
energy,energy,
and and
reducing
reducing
tensiontension
(Thayer,
(Thayer,
Newman,
Newman,
and McClain,
and McClain,
1994).1994).
When When
a studya population
study population
in Londen
in Londen
was asked,
was asked,
“What “What
is the thing
is thetothing
do when
to doyou
when
areyou
feeling
are feeling
depressed?”
depressed?”
one of one
the of
most
thefrequently
most frequently
mentioned
mentioned
strategies
strategies
was listening
was listening
to music
to music
(Rippere,
(Rippere,
1977).1977).
Background
Background
music music
has a positive
has a positive
impactimpact
on emotional
on emotional
reactions
reactions
amongamong
adult listeners
adult listeners
(Kämpfe,
(Kämpfe,
Sedlmeier,
Sedlmeier,
& Renkewitz,
& Renkewitz,
2010).2010).
The soThe
called
so “musical
called “musical
mood induction
mood induction
procedure”
procedure”
relies on
relies
music
on to
music
produce
to produce
changes
changes
in experiin experienced affective
enced affective
processes.
processes.
The procedure
The procedure
has shown
has shown
to be able
to be
toable
induce
to induce
positive,
positive,
negative,
negative,
and and
neutralneutral
moodsmoods
(Västfjäll,
(Västfjäll,
2001).2001).
Many studies
Many studies
on musical
on musical
emotions
emotions
have been
haveperformed
been performed
with- without regard
out regard
to howtothey
howwere
theyevoked
were evoked
and have
andneglected
have neglected
evaluation
evaluation
of the of
underlying
the underlying
mecha-mechanisms nisms
(Juslin (Juslin
& Västfjäll,
& Västfjäll,
2008).2008).
It seems
It seems
unlikely
unlikely
that it that
onlyita only
direct,
a direct,
non-cognitive
non-cognitive
response
response
(Västfjäll,
(Västfjäll,
2001).2001).
A framework
A framework
that has
that
been
hasproposed
been proposed
to explain
to explain
the emotional
the emotional
reaction
reaction
to
to
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music that people experience includes eight mechanisms (Juslin, 2013). It is presumed that
these mechanisms may be activated by different types of information in a “musical event” (Juslin,
Harmat, & Eerola, 2013).
A recent systematic review and meta-analysis on 104 studies assessed the strength of the
effect of music intervention on both physiological (e.g., heart rate, blood pressure, and hormonal levels) and psychological (e.g., anxiety, restlessness and nervousness) stress-related outcomes in different kinds of settings such as mental health care, polyclinic medical settings,
during medical surgery and in daily life situations. The outcome shows a significant effect in
favor of music intervention (De Witte, Spruit, van Hooren, Moonen, & Stams, 2020). However,
this review categorizes dental procedures among medical procedures. The specific effect for the
circumstances in a dental office are not revealed. The most recent systematic review of the
effectiveness of music interventions on dental anxiety in pediatric and adult patients dates from
2011 (Moola et al., 2011). Seven studies were found of which five studies had adult participants and two studies pediatric participants. The authors concluded that there was enough
evidence to suggest that adult patients may benefit from music listening. However, the evidence
for reducing dental anxiety in children was inconclusive.
The aim of this systematic review was to comprehensively search the scientific literature, as
to identify, critically appraise, analyze, and synthesize studies concerning the effects of playing
background music on physiological parameters and dental anxiety in adolescent and adult
patients undergoing a dental treatment.

Material and methods
This systematic review was prepared and described in accordance with the Cochrane handbook
for systematic reviews of interventions (Higgins & Green, 2011), and the guidelines of
Transparent Reporting of Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, &
Altman, 2009; PRISMA Statement, 2009). The protocol that details the review method was
developed a priori following an initial discussion among the members of the research team.

Focused question (PICO)
The focused question to be answered is: What is the effect of playing background music as compared to no music on dental anxiety and physiological parameters in adolescent and adult
patients undergoing a dental treatment?

Eligibility criteria
The following criteria were imposed for inclusion in the systematic review:
••
••
••
••
••
••

Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) or controlled clinical trails (CCTs)
Carried out in humans: Adults and adolescents (≥13 years)
Undergoing dental treatment
Intervention: Playing background music (via loudspeakers or headphones)
Comparison: No music
Outcome parameters measured before and after dental treatment: Anxiety (AX; scale or
questionnaire), systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), heart rate
(HR), and respiratory rate (RR).
132
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FigureFigure
1. Search
1. Search
Terms Used
Termsfor
Used
PubMed-MEDLINE,
for PubMed-MEDLINE,
Cochrane-CENTRAL
Cochrane-CENTRAL
and EMBASE.
and EMBASE.
The Search
The Search
StrategyStrategy
Was Customized
Was Customized
According
According
to the Database
to the Database
Being Searched.
Being Searched.
The asterisk
The asterisk
(*) was used
(*) was
as aused
truncation
as a truncation
symbol. symbol.

SearchSearch
strategy
strategy
To retrieve
To retrieve
all theall
scientific
the scientific
paperspapers
concerning
concerning
the effect
the of
effect
music
of music
on dental
on dental
anxiety
anxiety
of adult
of adult
patients
patients
duringduring
their dental
their dental
treatment,
treatment,
a structured
a structured
searchsearch
method
method
was used
was(Figure
used (Figure
1). To find
1). To find
appropriate
appropriate
paperspapers
that would
that would
address
address
the main
the question
main question
the search
the search
strategy
strategy
was modified
was modified
appropriately
appropriately
regarding
regarding
differences
differences
in controlled
in controlled
vocabulary
vocabulary
and syntax
and syntax
rules for
rules
each
fordataeach database. The
base.MEDLINE-PubMed,
The MEDLINE-PubMed,
EMBASE,
EMBASE,
and Cochrane-CENTRAL
and Cochrane-CENTRAL
database
database
were searched
were searched
for for
applicable
applicable
paperspapers
from inception
from inception
until September
until September
2020 (F.N.W.,
2020 (F.N.W.,
D.E.S.).D.E.S.).
The reference
The reference
lists oflists of
the included
the included
studiesstudies
were hand-searched
were hand-searched
to identify
to identify
additional
additional
potentially
potentially
relevant
relevant
studies.
studies.

Screening
Screening
and selection
and selection
Titles and
Titles
abstracts
and abstracts
of the of
studies
the studies
obtained
obtained
from the
from
searches
the searches
were screened
were screened
independently
independently
by
by
two reviewers
two reviewers
(F.N.W.,
(F.N.W.,
D.E.S.)D.E.S.)
and were
andcategorized
were categorized
as definitely
as definitely
eligible,
eligible,
definitely
definitely
not eligible,
not eligible,
or questionable.
or questionable.
No language
No language
restrictions
restrictions
were imposed.
were imposed.
No attempt
No attempt
was made
was made
to blind
to the
blind the
reviewers
reviewers
to the to
names
the names
of authors,
of authors,
institutions,
institutions,
or journals
or journals
while making
while making
the assessment.
the assessment.
If
If
eligibleeligible
aspectsaspects
were present
were present
in the in
title,
thethe
title,
paper
the was
paperselected
was selected
for further
for further
reading.
reading.
If noneIf of
none of
the eligible
the eligible
aspectsaspects
were mentioned
were mentioned
in the title,
in thethe
title,
abstract
the abstract
was read
wasinread
detail
in to
detail
screen
to screen
for suitfor suitability.ability.
PapersPapers
that could
that potentially
could potentially
meet the
meet
inclusion
the inclusion
criteriacriteria
were obtained
were obtained
and read
andinread
detail
in detail
by the by
twothe
reviewers
two reviewers
(F.N.W.,
(F.N.W.,
D.E.S.).D.E.S.).
Disagreements
Disagreements
in the screening
in the screening
and selection
and selection
processprocess
con- concerning
cerning
eligibility
eligibility
were resolved
were resolved
by consensus.
by consensus.
The papers
The papers
that fulfilled
that fulfilled
all of the
all of
inclusion
the inclusion
cri- criteria were
teriaprocessed
were processed
for data
forextraction.
data extraction.

Risk ofRisk
biasofassessment
bias assessment
The potential
The potential
risk ofrisk
biasofofbias
theofincluded
the included
paperspapers
was scored
was scored
by twobyindependent
two independent
reviewers
reviewers
(F.N.W.,
(F.N.W.,
D.E.S.).D.E.S.).
If there
If was
therea was
disagreement
a disagreement
between
between
the two
thereviewers,
two reviewers,
a consensus
a consensus
was was
achieved
achieved
through
through
discussion.
discussion.
A checklist
A checklist
for RCTs
for was
RCTsused
wasasused
proposed
as proposed
by Vanbyder
Van
Weijden
der Weijden
et al. (2009)
et al. (2009)
(Online(Online
Appendix
Appendix
S1). InS1).
brief,
Inwhen
brief, defined
when defined
inclusion/exclusion
inclusion/exclusion
criteria,
criteria,
random
random
allocation,
allocation,
blinding
blinding
to examiner
to examiner
and patient,
and patient,
balanced
balanced
experimental
experimental
groups,
groups,
reporting
reporting
to fol- to follow-uplow-up
and identical
and identical
treatment
treatment
between
between
groupsgroups
were present,
were present,
an article
an article
was classified
was classified
as hav-as having a “low
ing arisk
“low
of risk
bias.”
of bias.”
If the article
If the article
missedmissed
one of one
these
of criteria,
these criteria,
it was itconsidered
was considered
to havetoahave a
“moderate
“moderate
risk of risk
bias.”
of If
bias.”
two If
ortwo
more
orof
more
these
of criteria
these criteria
were missing,
were missing,
the article
the article
was considered
was considered
havinghaving
a “higha risk
“high
of risk
bias.”
of bias.”
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Maulina, Djustiana, and
Shahib (2017)
High

Lai et al. (2008)
Low

Lahmann et al. (2008)
High

RCT
Parallel
Blinded to examiner: ?
Blinded to operator: Single treatment (Extraction
procedure)

RCT
Parallel
Blinded to examiner: +
Blinded to operator: ?
Single treatment (endodontic
procedure)
RCT
Parallel
Blinded to examiner: ?
Blinded to operator: ?
Single treatment (Extraction
impacted mandibular third
molar)
RCT
Parallel
Blinded to examiner: ?
Blinded to operator: Single treatment (simple caries)
RCT
Parallel
Blinded to examiner: +
Blinded to operator: +
Single treatment (Endodontic
procedure)

Di Nasso et al. (2016)
High

Kim, Kim, and Myoung
(2011)
High

Study design, blinding, type of
treatment

Authors (year), estimated
risk of bias (Online
Appendix S1)

225 (225)
♀: 120
♂: 105
Mean age: ?
Age range: 18–45

232 (219)
♀: 97
♂: 122
Age < 40: 106
Age > 40: 113
Mean age: ?
Age range:?
60 (58)
♀: 29
♂: 29
Mean age: 38.03◊
Age range: 18-?
44 (44)
♀: 23
♂: 21
Mean age: 47
Age range: 20–65

100 (100)
♀: 54
♂: 46
Mean age: ?
Age range: 13–84

# Participants baseline
(end), gender, age

Table 1. Overview of the studies processed for data extraction.

Music (n = 22)
No-music (n = 22)
Music played through headphones
Relaxing piano music including Mozart’s
Concerto No. 21 in C Major, Beethoven’s
Romance for Violin No. 2 in F major, Haydn’s
Serenade in F Minor and Beethoven’s
‘Moonlight’ Sonata.
Islamic music (n = 75)
Classical music (n = 75)
No-music (n = 75)
Music played through headphones
Islamic music: songs by Malaysian vocal
group ‘Raihan’
Classical music: Molto Allegro by Mozart

Music (n = 50)
No-music (n = 50)
No information how the music was played
5 music tracks composed by Stefano Crespan
Shantam (1: lotus, 2: summer, 3: signs, 4:
white flower and 5: melody)
Music (n = 106)
No-music (n = 113)
Music played through headphones
List of songs including classical music, folk
songs, pop songs and Korean-style country
song. Also favorite songs chosen by patients
themselves
Music (n = 28)
No-music (n = 30)
Music played through headphones
Various music styles

Groups, intervention, type of music

(Continued)

Religious Islamic music during dental extraction
procedure for Indonesian muslim patients was proven to
be effective in decreasing diastolic blood pressure, systolic
blood pressure and noradrenaline plasma levels, whilst
classical music did not seem to be as effective in this
particular group of patients.

Relaxing music through the headsets during the root
canal treatment reduces the anxiety of the patients and
significantly increases the finger temperature, but does
not significantly affect systolic blood pressure, diastolic
blood pressure and heart rate.

Brief relaxation is more effective in reducing anxiety
than music distraction. Although music also showed a
significant reduction in anxiety in comparison with no
intervention.

The music treated group showed a significantly decrease
in intraoperative anxiety levels, whereas the untreated
control group showed an increase in anxiety levels
during the operation.

Music during root canal treatment decreases systolic
blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure and heart rate
within the limits of the present study.

Conclusions of the original authors

van der Weijden et al.
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432 Hz (n = 15)
440 Hz (n = 15)
No-music (n = 12)
Music played through headphones
Two songs by Giorgio Costantini–2012 from
the album “Universound: 432 Hz” (retrieved
in the 432 Hz and 440 Hz versions).
Turkish music (n = 20)
Classical music (n = 20)
Soft rock music (n = 20)
No-music (n = 20)
Music played in the room
Saba or Rast Tune
Four seasons Vivaldi
Elvis Presley instrumental
Classical music (n = 25)
No-music (n = 25)
Music played through headphones
Classical music

42 (42)
♀: 27
♂: 15
Mean age: 23.8 (7.8)
Age range: 15–40

The potential risk of bias of the included papers was scored by two independent reviewers
(F.N.W., D.E.S.). If there was a disagreement between the two reviewers, a consensus was
achieved through discussion. A checklist for RCTs was used as proposed by Van der Weijden
et al. (2009) (Online Appendix S1). In brief, when defined inclusion/exclusion criteria, random
allocation, blinding to examiner and patient, balanced experimental groups, reporting to follow-up and identical treatment between groups were present, an article was classified as having a “low risk of bias.” If the article missed one of these criteria, it was considered to have a
“moderate risk of bias.” If two or more of these criteria were missing, the article was considered
having a “high risk of bias.”

135
80(80)
♀: 44
♂: 36
Mean age: 24.1 (5.9)
Age range: 18–30

50 (50)
♀: ?
♂: ?
Mean age: ?
Age range: 17–64

RCT
Parallel
Blinded to examiner: +
Blinded to operator: +
Single treatment (extraction
procedure)
RCT
Parallel
Blinded to examiner: ?
Blinded to operator: ?
Single treatment (Extraction
procedure)

Packyanathan,
Lakshmanan, and
Jayashri (2019)
Low

The asterisk (*) was used as a truncation symbol.

Kupeli and Gulnahar
(2020)
High

80 (80)
♀: 47
♂: 33
Mean age: 50.9 (14.4)
Age range: 40–70

RCT
Parallel
Blinded to examiner: ?
Blinded to operator: Single treatment (Implant
surgery)

Gulnahar and Kupeli
(2020)
High

Search strategy

Aravena. Almonacid, and
Mancilla (2020)
Low

Figure 1. Search Terms Used for PubMed-MEDLINE, Cochrane-CENTRAL and EMBASE. The Search
Strategy Was Customized According to the Database Being Searched.

(Continued)

Classical western music which was started in
preoperative period and continued until the end of the
operation significantly reduced the anxiety.

Music seems to be a psychological and spiritual way to
calm oneself down. Hence music therapy can be
used as an anxiolytic agent for stressful dental
procedures.

Regardless of the kind of music, listening to music
diminishes dental anxiety significantly; Turkish music
and classical music were the most effective kinds of
music.

The use of music significantly decreased clinical anxiety
levels, before tooth extraction.

Listening to music while undergoing extraction of the
impacted mandibular third molar suppresses activity of
the sympathetic nerves during incision, flap reflection,
bone removal, and separation of the tooth crown and
relieves anxiety after treatment.

Conclusions of the original authors
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Turkish music (n = 20)
Classical music (n = 20)
Soft rock music (n = 20)
No-music (n = 20)
No information on how music was played
Saba or Rast Tune
Four Seasons by Vivaldi
Elvis Presley instrumental

Music (n = 17)
No-music (n = 17)
Music played through headphones
Symphony Number 2 in E minor, Opus
27, Third Movement, Adagio, by Sergei
Rachmaninov

34 (34)
♀: 40
♂: 0
Mean age: 27.70 (6.2)
Age range: 20–40

RCT
Parallel
Blinded to examiner: ?
Blinded to operator: +
Single treatment (Extraction
impacted mandibular third
molar)
RCT
Parallel
Blinded to examiner: +
Blinded to operator: +
Single treatment (Extraction
procedure)

Risk of bias assessment

Yamashita, Kibe, Ohno,
Kohjitani, and Sugimura
(2019)
Moderate

Groups, intervention, type of music

Titles and abstracts of the studies obtained from the searches were screened independently by
two reviewers (F.N.W., D.E.S.) and were categorized as definitely eligible, definitely not eligible,
or questionable. No language restrictions were imposed. No attempt was made to blind the
reviewers to the names of authors, institutions, or journals while making the assessment. If
eligible aspects were present in the title, the paper was selected for further reading. If none of
the eligible aspects were mentioned in the title, the abstract was read in detail to screen for suitability. Papers that could potentially meet the inclusion criteria were obtained and read in detail
by the two reviewers (F.N.W., D.E.S.). Disagreements in the screening and selection process concerning eligibility were resolved by consensus. The papers that fulfilled all of the inclusion criteria were processed for data extraction.

# Participants baseline
(end), gender, age

Screening and selection

Study design, blinding, type of
treatment

To retrieve all the scientific papers concerning the effect of music on dental anxiety of adult
patients during their dental treatment, a structured search method was used (Figure 1). To find
appropriate papers that would address the main question the search strategy was modified
appropriately regarding differences in controlled vocabulary and syntax rules for each database. The MEDLINE-PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane-CENTRAL database were searched for
applicable papers from inception until September 2020 (F.N.W., D.E.S.). The reference lists of
the included studies were hand-searched to identify additional potentially relevant studies.

Authors (year), estimated
risk of bias (Online
Appendix S1)

Table 1. (Continued)
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of 00(0)
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136
35(35)
♀: 13
♂: 22
Mean age music
group: ?
Age range: ?

Music (n = 20)
No-music (n = 15)
Music played through loudspeakers
“Relaxing” music

Music (n = 20)
Music with loudness control(n = 20)
No-music (n = 20)
Music played through headphones
8 musical programs ranging from classical
to popular
Music (n = 25)
No-music (n = 25)
Music played through earphones
“Träumerei” from Schumann’s Kinderszenen
Op. 15 no. 7.

Groups, intervention, type of music

The results indicate a positive impact of music on fear
and anxiety in patients during the perioperative period.

Musical auditory stimulation enhanced heart rate
autonomic modulation during endodontic treatment.

The effects of musical programs were of questionable
value.

Conclusions of the original authors

RCT: randomized clinical trial; CCT: controlled clinical trial; ◊: Calculated by the authors of this review based on the data presented in the selected paper.

Apostolova et al. (2017)
High

50(50)
♀: 25
♂: 25
Mean ag: 28.89 ◊
Age range: 18–40

60(?)
♀: 40
♂: 40
Mean age: ?
Age range: ?

RCT
Parallel with a pre-phase
Blinded to examiner: ?
Blinded to operator: Double treatment (Two Class II
amalgam restorations)
RCT
Parallel
Blinded to examiner: ?
Blinded to operator: +
Single treatment (endodontic
procedure)
CCT
Parallel
Blinded to examiner: ?
Blinded to operator: Single treatment (‘Oral surgery
intervention’)

Corah, Gale, Pace, and
Seyrek (1981)
High

Santana et al. (2017)
Moderate

# Participants baseline
(end), gender, age

Study design, blinding, type of
treatment

Authors (year), estimated
risk of bias (Online
Appendix S1)

Table 1. (Continued)
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Data extraction
From all eligible and included studies, the characteristics of the population, intervention, comparison, and outcomes were extracted by two independent reviewers (F.N.W., D.E.S.). A specially designed data extraction form was used. If there was a disagreement between the two
reviewers, a consensus was achieved through discussion. Not all the papers provided sufficient
data to be included in the analysis. For these papers, the first or the corresponding authors were
approached via mail to request the missing data.
Figure 1. Search Terms Used for PubMed-MEDLINE, Cochrane-CENTRAL and EMBASE. The Search
Data analysis
Strategy Was Customized According to the Database Being Searched.

The asteriska(*)
was used as data
a truncation
symbol. was used for all studies. Studies were categorized
As a summary,
descriptive
presentation
relative to the style of music and dental procedure. Subsequently, where feasible, a meta-analysis
was performed
to explore the efficacy of playing background music versus no music on the variSearch strategy
ous parameters (Review Manager, version 5.3 for Windows, The Nordic Cochrane Center, The
To retrieve
all the Copenhagen,
scientific papers
concerning
the effect of was
music
onperformed
dental anxiety
of adult
Cochrane
Collaboration,
Denmark).
A meta-analysis
only
if more
patients
their
dental irrespective
treatment, aofstructured
search
method was The
useddifference
(Figure 1).
than one
studyduring
could be
included
the number
of comparisons.
ofTo find
that would
address the
main
question
the search
meansappropriate
between testpapers
and control
was calculated
using
a random
effects
model. strategy
The goalwas
was modified
to
appropriately
regarding
differences
in where
controlled
vocabulary
andissyntax
rules
for each dataestimate
the mean effect
in a range
of studies
the overall
estimate
not overly
influenced
The
MEDLINE-PubMed,
EMBASE,
and
Cochrane-CENTRAL
database
were testing
searched for
by anybase.
one of
them
(Borenstein, Hedges,
Higgins,
& Rothstein,
2010). If possible,
formal
applicable
papers
fromasinception
September
2020 (F.N.W.,
reference lists of
for publication
bias
was used
proposeduntil
by Egger,
Smith, Schneider,
and D.E.S.).
Minder The
(1997).
the included studies were hand-searched to identify additional potentially relevant studies.

Assessment of heterogeneity
Screening and selection

Several factors were used to evaluate the clinical and methodological heterogeneity across the
Titles
and abstracts
of thedental
studies
obtained style
from of
themusic
searches
screened
independently
by
included
studies:
Study design,
procedure,
and were
method
of dental
anxiety
two reviewers
D.E.S.) and were
categorized as
definitely
eligible,
definitely
eligible,
assessment.
As part (F.N.W.,
of the meta-analysis,
heterogeneity
was
statistically
tested
by thenot
chiquestionable.
No language
restrictions
were imposed.
attempt
was made
to blind the
A chi-square
test resulting
in a p <No
.1 was
considered
an indicasquareortest
and the I2 statistic.
tostatistical
the namesheterogeneity.
of authors, institutions,
or journals
while
making the assessment.
If
tion ofreviewers
significant
As an approximate
guide
to assessing
possible
eligible
were present
the title,
paper was
for further
reading.
If none of
magnitude
of aspects
inconsistency
across in
studies
the the
I2 statistic
wasselected
interpreted
as follows:
0%–40%
theunimportant
eligible aspects
wereofmentioned
in the30%–60%
title, the abstract
was read moderate
in detail toheterogescreen for suitindicates
levels
heterogeneity,
may represents
ability. Papers
that could
potentially
meet the inclusion
wereofobtained
read
in detail
neity, 50%–90%
represents
substantial
heterogeneity,
and ancriteria
I2 statistic
greaterand
than
75%
by the
two reviewers
(F.N.W., D.E.S.).
in the screening and selection process conindicates
considerable
heterogeneity
(Ryan,Disagreements
2016).
cerning eligibility were resolved by consensus. The papers that fulfilled all of the inclusion criteria were processed for data extraction.

Rating the certainty and quality of the evidence

The Grading
Recommendations
Risk ofof bias
assessment Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) system was
used, as proposed by the GRADE working group (2000), to appraise the evidence emerging from
The potential
risk of(F.N.W.,
bias ofD.E.S.)
the included
by two
reviewers
this review.
Two reviewers
rated the papers
quality was
of thescored
evidence,
and independent
the strength and
(F.N.W.,
If there was
a disagreement
twofollowing
reviewers,
a consensus
direction
of theD.E.S.).
recommendations
(Guyatt
et al., 2008) between
accordingthe
to the
aspects:
risk of was
achieved through
checklistprecision
for RCTsand
waspublication
used as proposed
Van der of
Weijden
bias, consistency
of results,discussion.
directness ofA evidence,
bias, andby
magnitude
et al.
(2009)
(Online Appendix
S1).
Inreviewers
brief, when
defined
inclusion/exclusion
criteria, random
the effect.
Any
disagreement
between the
two
was
resolved
after additional discussion.
allocation, blinding to examiner and patient, balanced experimental groups, reporting to follow-up and identical treatment between groups were present, an article was classified as havResults
ing a “low risk of bias.” If the article missed one of these criteria, it was considered to have a
risk ofresults
bias.” If two or more of these criteria were missing, the article was considered
Search“moderate
and selection
having a “high risk of bias.”
From the search actions on MEDLINE-PubMed, EMBASE and Cochrane-CENTRAL, 150 unique
papers emerged (see Figure 2). Eighteen papers were selected for full-text reading upon screening
137

9

van der Weijden et al.

Figure 2. Flow Chart of Search Actions.

of the titles and abstracts. After a detailed reading of these selected papers, five papers were
excluded. One of these concerned just a study protocol and three were congress abstracts
(Hernandez, Baeza, & Espinoza, 2013; Salvador-Hernandez Rodrigues, 1999; Žugaj, Vranic, &
Katusic, 2017). Two of the five excluded papers (Keilani et al., 2017; Mejia-Rubalcava, AlanisTavira, Mendieta-Zeron, & Sanchez-Perez, 2015) played music solely pre-operatively. No other
publications were revealed while manually searching the reference lists of the selected papers.
Finally, 13 eligible papers were included in this review (Apostolova et al., 2017; Aravena,
Almonacid, & Mancilla, 2020; Corah, Gale, Pace, & Seyrek, 1981; Di Nasso et al., 2016; Gulnahar
& Kupeli, 2020; Kim et al., 2011; Kupeli & Gulnahar, 2020; Lahmann et al., 2008; Lai et al.,
2008; Maulina, Djustiana, & Shahib, 2017; Packyanathan, Lakshmanan, & Jayashri, 2019;
Santana et al., 2017; Yamashita, Kibe, Ohno, Kohjitani, & Sugimura, 2019) which provided 23
comparisons. One study (Di Nasso et al., 2016) provided four comparisons based on different preoperative anxiety levels, two studies (Gulnahar & Kupeli, 2020; Kupeli & Gulnahar, 2020) provided three comparisons based on different types of music, and three studies (Aravena et al.,
2020; Corah et al., 1981; Maulina et al., 2017) provided two comparisons also based on different
types of music.
138
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Study characteristics
The study characteristics of the included papers are listed in Table 1. Twelve studies were RCTs,
one study was a CCT. Sample sizes ranged from 35 to 232 participants. Different types of dental
treatments were performed: extraction (6 studies), endodontic treatment (3 studies), caries
treatment (2 studies), implant surgery (1 study), and “oral surgery” (1 study). Also different
types of music were used as intervention: classical music (6 studies), non-classical relaxing
music (3 studies), Islamic/Turkish music (3 studies), soft rock (2 studies), and various music
styles (2 studies). Five studies used multiple intervention groups with different types of music.
The background
musicTerms
was played
viaPubMed-MEDLINE,
headphones (9 studies)
or loudspeakers
(2 studies).
Figure 1. Search
Used for
Cochrane-CENTRAL
and EMBASE.
TheTwo
Search
studiesStrategy
lacked Was
information
on how
the music
played.
Customized
According
to thewas
Database
Being Searched.
Theincluded
asterisk (*)studies
was usedexamined
as a truncation
Nine
AXsymbol.
as an outcome measure. Four types of anxiety scales
were used (Online Appendix S2). The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger, Gorsuch,
& Lushene, 1983) was used by three studies (Lahmann et al., 2008; Lai et al., 2008; Yamashita
Search strategy
et al., 2019), Corah’s Dental Anxiety Scale (CDAS; Corah, 1969) by four studies (Corah et al.,
1981; To
Gulnahar
2020; papers
Kim etconcerning
al., 2011; Kupeli
& Gulnahar,
2020)
and
Corah’s
retrieve &
allKupeli,
the scientific
the effect
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dental
anxiety
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Modifed
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Anxiety
Scale
(Humphris,
Morrison,
& Lindsay,
1995;
Coolidge
et al.,
2010)1).
byTo find
patients
their
dental
treatment,
a structured
search
method
was used
(Figure
three studies
(Aravena
et al.,
2020;
Packyanathan
et al., question
2019; Yamashita
et al.,
2019).was modified
appropriate
papers
that
would
address the main
the search
strategy
Of these
nine studies,
five had
participants
with high
anxiety atand
baseline
(Aravena
al., dataappropriately
regarding
differences
in controlled
vocabulary
syntax
rules foreteach
2020; base.
Kim et
al.,
2011;
Lahmann
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2008;
Lai
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Yamashita
et
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2019),
two
The MEDLINE-PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane-CENTRAL database were searched for
studiesapplicable
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withinception
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papers from
untilat
September
2020 (F.N.W.,
D.E.S.).2020;
The reference
Gulnahar,
2020).
The
other
two
studies
lacked
information
on
baseline
anxiety
(Corah
al.,
the included studies were hand-searched to identify additional potentially relevant et
studies.
1981; Packyanathan et al., 2019). Di Nasso and colleagues (2016) did not examine anxiety as
outcome measure. However, they used CDAS to create four groups based on different preoperaScreening
tive anxiety
levelsand
(seeselection
Online Appendix S3-5). Also Maulina and colleagues (2017) did not
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outcome
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Dental Anxiety
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from
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were screened
by
tool fortwo
screening
anxious
participants.
reviewers (F.N.W., D.E.S.) and were categorized as definitely eligible, definitely not eligible,
or questionable. No language restrictions were imposed. No attempt was made to blind the
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2017). experimental groups, reporting to follow-up and identical treatment between groups were present, an article was classified as having a “low risk of bias.” If the article missed one of these criteria, it was considered to have a
Descriptive
analysis
“moderate risk of bias.” If two or more of these criteria were missing, the article was considered
a “highthe
riskdescriptive
of bias.” analysis for the statistical differences between the music
Table 2having
summarizes
and no music groups regarding AX, SBP, DBP, HR, and RR. When reported, the statistical
differences were obtained from the full text articles. When not reported, the statistical
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0#
2/12 +

NA
9/15 +

Relaxing music

0#

NA

Music
Music with loudness
control

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Relaxing classical piano music

Turkish music
Classical music
Soft rock music
Various music styles ranging
from classical to popular

0
+
0
0
0

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0

+#
+#
+
+
0
+

Piano with electronic music
Turkish music
Classical music
Soft rock music
Classical music

0
+
0

NA
NA
+

‘Happy’ classical music
Islamic music
Classical, relaxing music

2/11 +

0#

0#

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
+

0
0
NA

0

NA

0#
0#
0#
0#
+#

DBP

6/16 +
3/16 -

0#

0#

0#
+#
+#
NA
NA

NA
NA
-#
-#
-#
+

NA
NA
0

+

No music

+#
1/3 +
1/3 -

No music

No music

No music

No music

No Music

No music

No music
No music
No music

No music

No music

No music
No music
No music
No music
No music

Comparison

0

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
-#

+#
0#
0#
0#
+#
NA

RR

HR

+ = significant difference in favor of the music group. - = significant difference in favor of the no music group. 0 = no significant difference. ? = no data available. NA: not applicable; SBP: systolic blood
pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; HR: heart rate; AX: anxiety (measured using different indices); RR: respiratory rate; # = adapted from the meta-analysis performed.

Santana et al. (2017)
Endodontic Procedure
Apostolova et al. (2017)
‘Oral surgery intervention’
Summary

Corah, Gale, Pace, and Seyrek (1981)
Two Class II amalgam restorations

Packyanathan, Lakshmanan, and Jayashri (2019)
Extraction procedure
Kupeli and Gulnahar (2020)
Extraction procedure

Gulnahar and Kupeli (2020)
Implant surgery

+#

+

Relaxing classical piano music

432 Hz
440 Hz

NA

+

Various music styles, including
patient favorites
Various music styles

Kim, Kim, and Myoung (2011)
Extraction of third impacted molar
Lahmann et al. (2008)
Caries treatment
Lai et al. (2008)
Endodontic procedure
Maulina, Djustiana, and Shahib (2017)
Extraction procedure
Yamashita, Kibe, Ohno, Kohjitani, and Sugimura (2019)
Extraction of third impacted molar
Aravena, Almonacid, and Mancilla (2020)
Extraction procedure

SBP
0#
0#
0#
0#
0#

None AX
Mild AX
Moderate AX
Severe AX

AX
NA
NA
NA
NA
0

Non-classical, relaxing
music

Intervention; style of music; groups

Di Nasso et al. (2016)
Endodontic treatment

Study; form of dental procedure

Table 2. A descriptive summary of statistical significance with music compared to no music during dental treatment.
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differences were adapted from the meta-analysis. When a meta-analysis for the incremental
scores was available, this was used. When not available, the meta-analysis for the end scores
was used.
For the outcome parameter AX, 9 out of 15 studies showed a significant difference in favor
of the music group. For the physiological parameters, the outcomes were less consistent. For
SBP and DBP, 2 out of respectively 12 and 11 studies showed a significant difference in favor of
the music group. For HR, 6 out of 16 studies showed a significant difference in favor of the
music group, while 3 out of 16 studies showed a significant difference in favor of the control
group. For RR, 2 out of 3 studies showed a significant difference, one in favor of the music
Search
Used
PubMed-MEDLINE,
Cochrane-CENTRAL and EMBASE. The Search
group Figure
and the1.other
inTerms
favor of
thefor
control
group.
Strategy Was Customized According to the Database Being Searched.
Studies
were (*)
categorized
the style of music and dental procedure (Table 3).
The asterisk
was used as arelative
truncationto
symbol.
Classical music and non-classical relaxing music showed the most marked effect on AX. For the
other music styles the effect was inconclusive. The effect of the music intervention on the physiSearch
strategy
ological
parameters
was indecisive.

To retrieve all the scientific papers concerning the effect of music on dental anxiety of adult

patients during their dental treatment, a structured search method was used (Figure 1). To find
Meta-analysis

appropriate papers that would address the main question the search strategy was modified
Online Appendix S2-6 presents the results of the data extraction from the selected studies for
appropriately regarding differences in controlled vocabulary and syntax rules for each datathe various clinical indices. When available, the baseline, end and incremental scores are prebase. The MEDLINE-PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane-CENTRAL database were searched for
sented. A meta-analysis was feasible for all parameters.
applicable papers from inception until September 2020 (F.N.W., D.E.S.). The reference lists of
Online Appendix S7-23 present forest plots of the meta-analysis. The green squares indithe included studies were hand-searched to identify additional potentially relevant studies.
cate the mean difference, while the horizontal lines connected to the squares show the 95%
confidence interval. Intersection of the horizontal lines with the zero axis indicates an insigScreening
and
selection
nificant
difference,
whereas
the difference of means (DiffM) size will increase the further the
horizontal lines are from zero. The summary evaluation as overall DiffM at the bottom row is
Titles and abstracts of the studies obtained from the searches were screened independently by
depicted by a black diamond symbol. The center is the point estimate and the width repretwo reviewers (F.N.W., D.E.S.) and were categorized as definitely eligible, definitely not eligible,
sents the 95% confidence interval. Significance is interpreted based on whether or not zero is
or questionable. No language restrictions were imposed. No attempt was made to blind the
incorporated in the interval.
reviewers to the names of authors, institutions, or journals while making the assessment. If
Table 4 summarizes the detailed outcomes of the performed meta-analysis. Significant
eligible aspects were present in the title, the paper was selected for further reading. If none of
differences were found for AX and SBP. The meta-analysis on STAI-S (AX) showed a signifithe eligible aspects were mentioned in the title, the abstract was read in detail to screen for suitcant difference in favor of the music group for the end scores, DiffM: -6.35, p < .00001, 95%
ability. Papers that could potentially meet the inclusion criteria were obtained and read in detail
CI = [-8.61; -4.09]; I2 = 0%, p = .53 (based on three studies). No significant difference was
by the two reviewers (F.N.W., D.E.S.). Disagreements in the screening and selection process confound for the incremental scores, for which only two studies provided data for the metacerning eligibility were resolved by consensus. The papers that fulfilled all of the inclusion crianalysis. The meta-analysis on CDAS (AX) showed a significant difference in favor of the
teria were processed for data extraction.
music group for the end scores, DiffM: -1.57, p = .02, 95% CI = [-2.93; -0.22]; I2 = 79%,
p < .0001 (based on four studies/nine comparisons) and incremental scores, DiffM: -2.33,
Risk 95%
of bias
assessment
p = .0002,
CI =
[-3.55; -1.11]; I2 93%, p < .00001 (based on three studies/eight comparisons), however with high heterogeneity. The meta-analysis on SBP showed a significant
The potential risk of bias of the included papers was scored by two independent reviewers
difference in favor of the music group for the incremental scores, DiffM: -5.34, p = .02, 95%
(F.N.W., D.E.S.). If there was a disagreement between the two reviewers, a consensus was
CI = [-9.66; 1.03]; I2 = 0%, p = .92 (based on two studies/five comparisons). No significant
achieved through discussion. A checklist for RCTs was used as proposed by Van der Weijden
difference was found for the end scores, for which five studies (eight comparisons) provided
et al. (2009) (Online Appendix S1). In brief, when defined inclusion/exclusion criteria, random
data for the meta-analysis.
allocation, blinding to examiner and patient, balanced experimental groups, reporting to folTesting for publication bias could not be performed for most meta-analysis because fewer
low-up and identical treatment between groups were present, an article was classified as havthan 10 studies were included, which would result in insufficient statistical power (Egger et al.,
ing a “low risk of bias.” If the article missed one of these criteria, it was considered to have a
1997; Higgins et al., 2011). Only for the meta-analysis of HR scores more than 10 comparisons
“moderate risk of bias.” If two or more of these criteria were missing, the article was considered
were included. The funnel plots (Online Appendix S24-26) show that most outcomes are
having a “high risk of bias.”
located at the top. The presence of this asymmetry in the inverted funnel is suggestive of publication bias.
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(AX)
{HR}

(AX)
(SBP)
(HR)
[DBP 2x]
[SBP]
[HR]
[RR]

(AX 3x)
(DBP)
(HR 2x)
[SBP 3x]
[DBP]
[HR]

Classical music
Lai et al. (2008)
Maulina, Djustiana, and Shahib (2017)
Yamashita, Kibe, Ohno, Kohjitani, and
Sugimura (2019)
Gulnahar and Kupeli (2020)
Kupeli and Gulnahar (2020)
Santana et al. (2017)

(AX)
{HR}

(SBP)
[AX]
[DBP]
[HR]

Islamic / Turkish
music
Maulina et al. (2017)
Gulnahar and Kupeli
(2020)
Kupeli and Gulnahar
(2020)

(AX)
[AX 2x]

(DBP)
(HR)
{RR}
[AX]
[SBP]

Various music
styles
Lahmann et al.
(2008)
Kim, Kim, and
Myoung (2011)

NA: not applicable; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; HR: heart rate; AX: anxiety (measured using different indices); RR: respiratory rate.
Brackets:
(significant difference in favor of the music group).
{significant difference in favor of the control group}.
[no significant difference].

Implant surgery
Gulnahar and Kupeli (2020)
‘Oral surgery’
Apostolova et al. (2017)

(RR)
[SBP]
[DBP]
[HR]

(HR)
[HR 3x]
[SBP 4x]
[DBP 4x]

Endodontic treatment
Di Nasso et al. (2016)
Lai et al. (2008)
Santana et al. (2017)

Caries treatment
Lahmann et al. (2008)
Corah, Gale, Pace, and Seyrek
(1981)

(AX 2x)

Non-classical relaxing
music
Di Nasso et al. (2016)
Aravena, Almonacid, and
Mancilla (2020)
Apostolova et al. (2017)

Extraction
Kim et al. (2011)
Maulina et al. (2017)
Yamashita et al. (2019)
Aravena et al. (2020)
Packyanathan, Lakshmanan, and
Jayashri (2019)
Kupeli and Gulnahar (2020)

Music style
Dental procedure

Table 3. A descriptive subgroup analysis relative to the style of music intervention and dental procedure.

{HR}
[AX]

(HR)
[AX]

Soft rock
Gulnahar and Kupeli
(2020)
Kupeli and Gulnahar
(2020)
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S15
.92
0.96

S14
.001*
23.33

S13
.22
9.44

S12
<.00001*
96.75

S11
37.31

<.0001*

S10

S9
.03*

.53
7.04

1.27

4.60

S8
.53

S7
.76
0.56

Online appendix
p-value

Forest plot

Psychology
of 00(0)
Music 00(0)
Psychology
of Music

Test for heterogeneity

Table 4. Meta-analysis (random effect) for music compared to no music for baseline, end and incremental (difference) scores as obtained for the variables
AX, SBP, DBP, HR, and RR.
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Figure 1. Search Terms Used for PubMed-MEDLINE, Cochrane-CENTRAL and EMBASE. The Search
Strategy Was Customized According to the Database Being Searched.
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0.02*
[–9.66; –1.03]

0.33
[–10.31; 3.49]

0.56
[–2.94; 5.46]

0.0002*
[–3.55; –1.11]

0.02*

0.10

[–2.93; –0.22]

Screening and selection

[–0.09; 1.01]

0.11
[–14.03; 1.42]

< 0.00001*
[–8.61; –4.09]

0.51
[–1.67; 3.35]

p-value

95% CI

Test for overall

To retrieve all the scientific papers concerning the effect of music on dental anxiety of adult
patients during their dental treatment, a structured search method was used (Figure 1). To find
appropriate papers that would address the main question the search strategy was modified
appropriately regarding differences in controlled vocabulary and syntax rules for each database. The MEDLINE-PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane-CENTRAL database were searched for
applicable papers from inception until September 2020 (F.N.W., D.E.S.). The reference lists of
the included studies were hand-searched to identify additional potentially relevant studies.

–5.34

–3.41

–2.33

–1.57

0.46

1.26

Apostolova et al. (2017)
Di Nasso et al. (2016) ‡
Kim et al. (2011)
Lai et al. (2008)
Santana et al. (2017)
Apostolova et al. (2017)
Di Nasso et al. (2016) ‡
Kim et al. (2011)
Lai et al. (2008)
Santana et al. (2017)
Apostolova et al. (2017)
Di Nasso et al. (2016) ‡

Risk of bias assessment

Aravena, Almonacid, and Mancilla (2020) ‡
Gulnahar and Kupelli (2020) ‡
Kim et al. (2011)
Kupelli and Gulnahar (2020) ‡
Aravena et al. (2020) ‡
Gulnahar and Kupelli (2020) ‡
Kim, Kim, and Myoung (2011)
Kupelli and Gulnahar (2020) ‡
Aravena et al. (2020) ‡
Gulnahar and Kupelli (2020) ‡
Kupelli and Gulnahar (2020) ‡

–6.30

–6.35

0.84

Lahmann et al. (2008)
Lai et al. (2008)
Yamashita, Kibe, Ohno, Kohjitani, and Sugimura (2019)
Lahmann et al. (2008)
Lai et al. (2008)
Yamashita et al. (2019)
Lahmann et al. (2008)
Yamashita et al. (2019)

DiffM

Titles and abstracts of the studies obtained from the searches were screened independently by
two reviewers (F.N.W., D.E.S.) and were categorized as definitely eligible, definitely not eligible,
or questionable. No language restrictions were imposed. No attempt was made to blind the
reviewers to the names of authors, institutions, or journals while making the assessment. If
eligible aspects were present in the title, the paper was selected for further reading. If none of
the eligible aspects were mentioned in the title, the abstract was read in detail to screen for suitability. Papers that could potentially meet the inclusion criteria were obtained and read in detail
by the two reviewers (F.N.W., D.E.S.). Disagreements in the screening and selection process concerning eligibility were resolved by consensus. The papers that fulfilled all of the inclusion criteria were processed for data extraction.
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End

Baseline
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Moment

Studies

The potential risk of bias of the included papers was scored by two independent reviewers
(F.N.W., D.E.S.). If there was a disagreement between the two reviewers, a consensus was
achieved through discussion. A checklist for RCTs was used as proposed by Van der Weijden
et al. (2009) (Online Appendix S1). In brief, when defined inclusion/exclusion criteria, random
allocation, blinding to examiner and patient, balanced experimental groups, reporting to follow-up and identical treatment between groups were present, an article was classified as having a “low risk of bias.” If the article missed one of these criteria, it was considered to have a
“moderate risk of bias.” If two or more of these criteria were missing, the article was considered
having a “high risk of bias.”
Variable
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End
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Apostolova et al. (2017)
Kim et al. (2011)
Apostolova et al. (2017)
Kim et al. (2011)

Apostolova et al. (2017)
Di Nasso et al. (2016) ‡
Gulnahar and Kupelli (2020) ‡
Kim et al. (2011)
Kupelli and Gulnahar (2020) ‡
Lai et al. (2008)
Santana et al. (2017)
Apostolova et al. (2017)
Di Nasso et al. (2016) ‡
Gulnahar and Kupelli (2020) ‡
Kim et al. (2011)
Kupelli and Gulnahar (2020) ‡
Lai et al. (2008)
Santana et al. (2017)
Apostolova et al. (2017)
Di Nasso et al. (2016) ‡
Gulnahar and Kupelli (2020) ‡
Kupelli and Gulnahar (2020) ‡

Apostolova et al. (2017)
Di Nasso et al. (2016) ‡
Kim et al. (2011)
Lai et al. (2008)
Santana et al. (2017)
Apostolova et al. (2017)
Di Nasso et al. (2016) ‡
Kim et al. (2011)
Lai et al. (2008)
Santana et al. (2017)
Apostolova et al. (2017)
Di Nasso et al. (2016) ‡

Studies

–0.67

[–3.56; 2.23]

[–2.32; 1.09]

[–4.34; 2.03]

–1.15

–0.61

[–2.91; 3.72]

[–2.85; 2.58]

0.41

–0.14

[–4.57; 3.77]

[–3.11; 0.33]

–1.39

–0.40

[–1.37; 2.23]

95% CI

0.65

0.48

0.48

0.81

0.92

0.85

0.11

0.64

p-value

Test for overall

0.43

DiffM

88%

61%

87%

70%

35%

0%

0%

0%

I2

3.88

1.02

20.74

23.09

7.5

0

0

0

Tau2

8.35

2.53

77.09

43.13

19.87

2.85

6.87

5.34

Chi2

.004*

.11

S23

S22

S21

<.00001*

S19

S18

S17

S16

Online appendix

S20

.10

.58

.44

.62

p-value

Forest plot

<.0001*

Test for heterogeneity

NA: not applicable; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; HR: heart rate; AX: anxiety (measured using different indices); RR: respiratory rate; DiffM: difference of means; CI:
confidence interval.
* = statistically significant difference.
‡= multiple comparisons.

RR

HR

DBP
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Table 4. (Continued)
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NA: not applicable; SBP: systolic blood pressure; DBP: diastolic blood pressure; HR: heart rate; AX: anxiety (measured using different indices); RR: respiratory rate; CCT:
controlled clinical trial.

Dental care professionals may consider playing background music while treating adolescent and adult patients.
There is a moderate certainty that this can provide a small reduction in dental anxiety. With very low to moderate
certainty, no effect on physiologic parameters can be expected.

RCTs, CCT
3
3
2
Moderate to high
Inconsistent
Generalizable
Rather precise
Cannot be ruled out
Unknown
Inconclusive
Very low

RR

Psychology
of 00(0)
Music 00(0)
Psychology
of Music

RCTs, CCT
9
16
14
Low to high
Inconsistent
Generalizable
Precise
Likely present
Very small
No difference
Moderate

Figure 1. Search Terms Used for PubMed-MEDLINE, Cochrane-CENTRAL and EMBASE. The Search
Strategy Was Customized According to the Database Being Searched.

HR

The asterisk (*) was used as a truncation symbol.

Search strategy

RCTs, CCT
7
11
8
Low to high
Consistent
Generalizable
Precise
Cannot be ruled out
Very small
No difference
Moderate

DBP

To retrieve all the scientific papers concerning the effect of music on dental anxiety of adult
patients during their dental treatment, a structured search method was used (Figure 1). To find
appropriate papers that would address the main question the search strategy was modified
appropriately regarding differences in controlled vocabulary and syntax rules for each database. The MEDLINE-PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane-CENTRAL database were searched for
applicable papers from inception until September 2020 (F.N.W., D.E.S.). The reference lists of
the included studies were hand-searched to identify additional potentially relevant studies.
Table 5. Summary of the estimated evidence profile (GRADE, 2000; Guyatt et al., 2008).

RCTs, CCT
8
12
8
Low to high
Rather consistent
Generalizable
Precise
Cannot be ruled out
Very small
No difference
Moderate

Screening and selection

RCTs
9
15
3+9
Low to high
Rather consistent
Rather generalizable
Precise
Cannot be ruled out
Small
In favor of music
Moderate

AX

SBP

Titles and abstracts of the studies obtained from the searches were screened independently by
two reviewers (F.N.W., D.E.S.) and were categorized as definitely eligible, definitely not eligible,
or questionable. No language restrictions were imposed. No attempt was made to blind the
reviewers to the names of authors, institutions, or journals while making the assessment. If
eligible aspects were present in the title, the paper was selected for further reading. If none of
the eligible aspects were mentioned in the title, the abstract was read in detail to screen for suitability. Papers that could potentially meet the inclusion criteria were obtained and read in detail
by the two reviewers (F.N.W., D.E.S.). Disagreements in the screening and selection process concerning eligibility were resolved by consensus. The papers that fulfilled all of the inclusion criteria were processed for data extraction.

Risk of bias assessment

Study design
# studies, n = 13
# comparisons n = 23
# comparisons in meta-analysis
Risk of bias
Consistency
Directness
Precision
Reporting bias
Magnitude of the effect
Direction of the effect
Strength of the evidence
emerging from this review
Overall recommendation

The potential risk of bias of the included papers was scored by two independent reviewers
(F.N.W., D.E.S.). If there was a disagreement between the two reviewers, a consensus was
achieved through discussion. A checklist for RCTs was used as proposed by Van der Weijden
et al. (2009) (Online Appendix S1). In brief, when defined inclusion/exclusion criteria, random
allocation, blinding to examiner and patient, balanced experimental groups, reporting to follow-up and identical treatment between groups were present, an article was classified as having a “low risk of bias.” If the article missed one of these criteria, it was considered to have a
“moderate risk of bias.” If two or more of these criteria were missing, the article was considered
having a “high risk of bias.”
Determinants of the quality
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Rating the certainty and quality of the evidence
Table 5 presents a summary of the various factors used to rate the strength and quality of evidence
according to criteria proposed by the GRADE working group (2000) and Guyatt and colleagues
(2008). The outcomes for AX were rather consistent with a small effect in favor of music intervention. The outcomes for SBP and DBP were (rather) consistent with no effect of music intervention.
The outcomes for HR were inconsistent with no effect of music intervention. As a meta-analysis
with 8 to 12 comparisons could be performed for AX, SBP, DBP and HR, the outcomes were precise.
The outcomes for RR were inconclusive due to the very small number of included studies. The outcomes for the physiologic parameters were generalizable, while the outcomes for the AX were rather
generalizable because of the use of questionnaires. Reporting bias could for most parameters not be
assessed and therefore can also not be ruled out. For HR, the funnel plots indicate that outcomes
could be overestimated so that the presence of reporting bias is likely. Furthermore, the potential risk
of bias was estimated to be low to high. Therefore, the strength of the evidence emerging from this
systematic review was estimated to be moderate for AX, SBP, DBP and HR, and very low for RR.

Discussion
Answer to the focused question
This is the first systematic review that synthesizes the effects of playing background music on dental AX and physiological parameters in adolescent and adult patients undergoing a dental treatment. Based on the data emerging from the studies included in this systematic review, the
descriptive and meta-analysis shows that music intervention may give a small reduction in AX.
While descriptive analysis indicated no effect of background music on SBP, meta-analysis shows a
significant difference in favor of the music group on the difference scores. For DBP, both descriptive
and meta-analysis indicated no effect of background music. For HR, both descriptive and metaanalysis showed an inconsistent pattern, with some studies indicating an effect in favor of the
music group, while other studies indicating an effect in favor of the control group. For RR, the
number of studies was too small to reach a conclusion. Overall, a small psychological effect of playing background on dental anxiety can be expected, but no effect on physiological parameters.

Psychological mechanisms underlying emotion reactions to music
Juslin (2013) formulated a framework (BRECVEMA) which includes eight mechanisms of how
music can influence emotions such as anxiety:
1. Brain stem reflex: One or more fundamental acoustic characteristics of the music are
taken by the brain stem to signal a potentially important and urgent event that needs
attention. In music, this could involve sounds that are sudden, loud, or dissonant, or
accelerating. Brain stem reflexes may induce general arousal and feelings of surprise.
2. Rhythmic entrainment: A powerful, external rhythm in the music influences some internal bodily rhythm of the listener (e.g., heart rate), such that the latter rhythm adjusts
toward and eventually “locks in” to a common periodicity. Rhythmic entrainment may
induce general arousal and feelings of communion.
3. Evaluative conditioning: A regular paring of a piece of music and other positive or negative stimuli, leading to a conditioned association. For example, a particular piece of
music may have occurred repeatedly together in time with a specific event that always
make you happy, such as meeting you friends. Over time, through repeated pairing, the
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music itself will eventually arouse happiness, even in the absence of the friendly interaction. Evaluative conditioning may induce basic emotions.
Emotional contagion: The listener perceives the emotional expression of the music, and
then “mimics” this expression internally. The idea is that we become aroused by voicelike features of the music because a “brain module” responds automatically to certain
stimulus features as if they were coming from a human voice expressing emotions.
Emotional contagion may induce basic emotions.
Visual imagery: The listener conjures up inner images (e.g., a beautiful landscape) while
listening to the music. It may arouse feeling of pleasure and deep relaxation. Visual
Figure
1. may
Search
Termsall
Used
for PubMed-MEDLINE,
Cochrane-CENTRAL and EMBASE. The Search
imagery
induce
possible
emotions.
Strategy Was Customized According to the Database Being Searched.
Episodic
The
evokes
a personal memory of a specific event in the listenThe
asteriskmemory:
(*) was used
as amusic
truncation
symbol.
ers’ life. When the memory is evoked, so is also the emotion associated with the memory.
Episodic memories may induce all possible emotions, but especially nostalgia.
Search
Musicalstrategy
expectancy: a specific feature of the music violates, delays, or confirms the listener’s expectations about the continuation of the music. The expectations are based on
To retrieve all the scientific papers concerning the effect of music on dental anxiety of adult
the listener’s previous experience of the same music style. Musical expectancy may
patients during their dental treatment, a structured search method was used (Figure 1). To find
induce emotions such as interest, anxiety, surprise, chills, hope and disappointment.
appropriate papers that would address the main question the search strategy was modified
Aesthetic judgment: when certain aspect of the music’s form and content are evaluated
appropriately regarding differences in controlled vocabulary and syntax rules for each databy the listener with regard to their value as art. Aesthetic judgment will either result in
base. The MEDLINE-PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane-CENTRAL database were searched for
liking (preference) or dislike.
applicable papers from inception until September 2020 (F.N.W., D.E.S.). The reference lists of
the included studies were hand-searched to identify additional potentially relevant studies.

Style of music
and selection
Based Screening
on the BRECVEMA
framework (Juslin, 2013), the activation of different psychological

mechanisms induce different emotional reactions. To make a patient feel more relaxed in the
Titles and abstracts of the studies obtained from the searches were screened independently by
dental chair, certain mechanisms (e.g rhythmic entrainment, visual imagery) are more desiratwo reviewers (F.N.W., D.E.S.) and were categorized as definitely eligible, definitely not eligible,
ble to occur than others (e.g., brain stem reflexes, musical expectancy). Therefore the choice of
or questionable. No language restrictions were imposed. No attempt was made to blind the
music genre could be of importance to decrease AX.
reviewers to the names of authors, institutions, or journals while making the assessment. If
Our descriptive analysis showed that classical and relaxing music were most effective in reduceligible aspects were present in the title, the paper was selected for further reading. If none of
ing AX. This is in accordance with the literature. Studies have shown that classical music has
the eligible aspects were mentioned in the title, the abstract was read in detail to screen for suitlarger effects on the reduction of stress than non-classical music such as heavy metal music and
ability. Papers that could potentially meet the inclusion criteria were obtained and read in detail
hard rock music (Burns et al., 2002; Labbe, Schmidt, Babin, & Pharr, 2007). Other studies have
by the two reviewers (F.N.W., D.E.S.). Disagreements in the screening and selection process conshown that romantic music and stimulating classical music make the participants significantly
cerning eligibility were resolved by consensus. The papers that fulfilled all of the inclusion crimore relaxed than atonal music (Stratton & Zalanowski, 1984), while no difference is found
teria were processed for data extraction.
between the genres pop, classical and jazz music in decreasing the levels of state anxiety and
relaxation (Chafin, Roy, Gerin, & Christenfeld, 2004). In terms of levels of arousal, music is also
Risk of
assessment
categorized
as bias
relaxing
and stimulative music. Relaxing music is generally characterized as soft
and slow, with less rhythmic activity, while stimulative music has loud volume, fast tempos, and
The potential risk of bias of the included papers was scored by two independent reviewers
more rhythmic patterns (Iwanaga, Ikeda, & Iwaki, 1996; Pellitteri, 2009). In a study by Jiang,
(F.N.W., D.E.S.). If there was a disagreement between the two reviewers, a consensus was
Zhou, Rickson, and Jiang (2013) the effects of stimulative and relaxing music and music preferachieved through discussion. A checklist for RCTs was used as proposed by Van der Weijden
ence on stress reduction was evaluated. Significantly lower levels of tension and state-anxiety
et al. (2009) (Online Appendix S1). In brief, when defined inclusion/exclusion criteria, random
were found when participants listened to relaxing music compared to stimulative music when the
allocation, blinding to examiner and patient, balanced experimental groups, reporting to folmusic was non-preferred. No difference was found between stimulative and relaxing music when
low-up and identical treatment between groups were present, an article was classified as havthe music was preferred by the patient. These findings demonstrate that music preference can
ing a “low risk of bias.” If the article missed one of these criteria, it was considered to have a
maximize the anxiolytic effect of musical intervention. Therefore, respecting the patient choice
“moderate risk of bias.” If two or more of these criteria were missing, the article was considered
and taste of music appears necessary to obtain the optimal effect of music intervention.
having a “high risk of bias.”
Walczak, Turska-Szybka, Kollar, and Olczak-Kowalczyk (2016) asked patients to select a
style of music they are most likely to listen to during dental treatment and to specify if they
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would choose headphones or not. Women chose classical music (43.33%), pop music (25%)
and the sounds of nature (18.33%). Men’s answers were more diverse: classical music (25%),
rock music (25%), pop music (20.45%), the newest hits (18.18%), hip hop (15,91%) and
soundtracks (15.91%). A comparable number of men (13.64%) and women (11.67%) would
prefer silence during the dental appointment. The majority of the respondents, declared they
would prefer to listen to music from loudspeakers.
Music preference may also depend on the ethnical or religious background. One study
included in this review (Maulina et al., 2017) was conducted among Indonesian Islamic participants. In the classical music group DBP and SBP increased, while in the Islamic music group
DBP and SBP decreased. A possible reason could be that most of the participants in the study
were more familiar with religious Islamic music.
The dental care professional should also take into account that not every patient experiences
listening to music as relaxing. There are also patients that do not like music at all (Mok & Wong,
2003). So if the operators strive for quality patient-centered care then proper communication
before the treatment is crucial to obtain the most accurate information regarding the patients
music preferences (Jiang et al., 2013; Mok & Wong, 2003).

Pre-operative music
The aim of this study was to determine the effects of music on AX during a dental treatment,
but music played pre-operatively also presents beneficial effects on AX, as was investigated by
Thoma and colleagues (2015). Ninety-two adult patients waiting for their scheduled dental
hygiene treatment were randomly allocated to either listening to music for 10 minutes or waiting in silence. State anxiety levels in the music group decreased significantly as compared to the
control group. Mejia-Rubalcava et al. (2015) found that patients who listened to music preoperatively had significant lower HR, SBP and DBP than the control group. Thus, considering
those facts, further research needs to be conducted on the effects of music played both preoperatively and peri-operatively, as a combination of music played during the treatment and in
the waiting room could prove to be a more viable anxiolytic treatment.

Effect of music on dental staff
This systematic review shows that music played during dental treatment may help patients to
feel more relaxed in the dental chair. At the same time, when the music is played via loudspeakers, it may have an influence on the performance of the operator and communication in the
dental team. This has been investigated in the environment of an hospital operating room.
Literature shows that music can increase the speed and accuracy of task performance of the
surgeon (Lies & Zhang, 2015; Moris & Linos, 2013). However, music played in the operating
theater can also interfere with team communication (Moris & Linos, 2013; Weldon,
Korkiakangas, Bezemer, & Kneebone, 2015)

Limitations
Six of the included studies performed assessments before, during and after dental treatment
(Di Nasso et al., 2016; Gulnahar & Kupeli, 2020; Kim et al., 2011; Kupeli & Gulnahar, 2020;
Lai et al., 2008; Santana et al., 2017) while the others gathered data pre- and postoperatively. To be consistent for this review only the data obtained pre- and post-operatively
were extracted and used for the meta-analysis. This may be seen as a limitation because
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parameters may decrease by themselves when the dental treatment has come to an end, once
the patient “survived” the trigger which caused anxiety. For the future measuring these
parameters during the dental treatment would improve our understanding of the direct effect
of an relaxing intervention on AX.
A limitation of two included studies is that headphones with noise cancelation mode were
used in the control group (Aravena et al., 2020; Packyanathan et al., 2019). Noise cancelation
takes away the sound of the dental drill and may therefore reduce the triggers causing anxiety.
However, one congress abstract that was not included in this systematic review (Hernandez
et al., 2013) showed that the effect of noise cancelation on reduction of dental anxiety, if preSearch Terms
UsedInfor
PubMed-MEDLINE,
and groups:
EMBASE. musical
The Search
sent atFigure
all, is 1.
probably
minimal.
their
study patientsCochrane-CENTRAL
were divided in three
Strategy Was Customized According to the Database Being Searched.
intervention,
protective
earphones
andsymbol.
control group. The musical intervention group showed
The asterisk
(*) was used
as a truncation
significant lower AX, SBP, DBP, and cardiac frequency than the other two groups.

Search strategy
Clinical relevance

To retrieve all the scientific papers concerning the effect of music on dental anxiety of adult
During dental treatment listening to music may help patients to relax. Adolescent and adult
patients during their dental treatment, a structured search method was used (Figure 1). To find
patients could be offered music as an alternative and/or additional anxiolytic treatment.
appropriate papers that would address the main question the search strategy was modified
Classical music, relaxing music or music preferred by the patient can be played via loudspeakers
appropriately regarding differences in controlled vocabulary and syntax rules for each dataor by using headphones.
base. The MEDLINE-PubMed, EMBASE, and Cochrane-CENTRAL database were searched for
applicable papers from inception until September 2020 (F.N.W., D.E.S.). The reference lists of
the included studies were hand-searched to identify additional potentially relevant studies.
Conclusion
There is a moderate certainty that playing background music during dental treatment can proand selection
vide a Screening
small reduction
in dental anxiety among adolescent and adult patients. With very low to
moderate certainty, no effect on physiologic parameters can be expected.
Titles and abstracts of the studies obtained from the searches were screened independently by
two reviewers (F.N.W., D.E.S.) and were categorized as definitely eligible, definitely not eligible,
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